where the c p are real and the k p are pure imaginary or zero. We find that all the zeros of P(z) have negative real parts if and only if the expansion (1.4) exists and the c p are positive (Theorem 3.1). Moreover, if this expansion exists with k of the c p negative and (# -k) positive, then k of the zeros of P{z) have positive real parts and (n -k) have negative real parts (Theorem 4.1). We find the proofs of these theorems carry over with no basic changes from those given by Wall [8] for the case of real polynomials, and at one step the proof of Theorem 3.1 is even simpler in the complex case.
We give in §2 some convenient formulas for expanding a rational function into a continued fraction of the form (1.4) . This leads to formulations of the preceding theorems by means of determinants analogous to the Hurwitz determinants.
In §5, we give methods for modifying Theorem 4.1 in case the expansion (1.4) fails to exist.
In §6, we obtain formulas similar to those in [8] for finding bounds for the moduli of the zeros of (1.2).
2. Expansion of a rational function into a /-fraction. We consider here the following problem : If In other words, the expansion (2.2) exists if and only if the euclidean algorithm for the highest common factor of two polynomials, when applied to/o and/i, gives a system of the form (2.3).
If we examine the long division process involved in the euclidean algorithm, we see that the numbers which contribute to the final result are only those contained in the following table. We suppose now, conversely, that (2.7) holds. Then, «oo^O, an5^0, since, by definition, J9o=«oo, Ui^au. Since cm^O, then (2.10) holds for p = 2, so that Z>2 = -Û^Û^^O, or o^s^O. This guarantees that (2.10) holds for £ = 3, so that Dz~ -au'o^ass^O, or a^s^O. On continuing this argument, we finally arrive at a n n^0, and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
We This leads to the well known condition for a power series
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to have a J-fraction expansion. We may obtain this expansion from formulas (2.4), (2.5) if we take aoo = l, O5O P = 0, £g£l; aip^Cp-i. Analogous considerations show that there exists a Stieltjes expansion [7] of the form Then (2.13)
This may be shown if we apply Theorem 2.1 to the function zfi( z *)//*(**)• Since this is an odd function, its expansion (2.2) will have Sp = 0, £ = 1, 2, 3, • • • . From this, (2.11) can be obtained by simple transformations.
Conditions for the zeros of a polynomial to lie in a half-plane.
There is no loss in generality if we assume that the given half-plane is R(z) <0 since any half-plane can be reduced to this by a rotation and translation. THEOREM and show exactly as in [8] that Q(z)/P(z) is irreducible, and
Let P(z) be a polynomial with complex coefficients (1.2), and form Q(z) (1.3). The zeros of P(z) all lie in the half-plane R(z)<0 if and only if
Hence P(z)^Q for jR(s)£0. Conversely, let P(z) be a given polynomial whose zeros are all in the half-plane R(z) <0. Let T(z) denote the polynomial obtained from P(z) by replacing its coefficients by their complex conjugates. The polvnomial Q(z) of (1.3) is then [P(s) + ?(-*)]/2 or [P(s)-P(-s)]/2 according as the degree n of P(s) is odd or even, respectively. We note that the set of zeros of P{z) is symmetrical to the set of zeros of 7(-z), with respect to the imaginary axis. Hence the geometrical argument used in [8] can be applied to show that all the zeros of Q(z) lie on the axis of imaginaries, and that (3.2) holds. Since the zeros of P(z) are in the half-plane R(z) <0 while those of Q(z) are on the line R(z) = 0, it follows that Q(z)/P(z) is irreducible.
By division we now get
where ao is the negative of the sum of the real parts of the zeros of P(z) and is therefore positive, b\ is pure imaginary or zero, and C(z)/Q(z) is an irreducible rational fraction in which the denominator is of degree n -1 and the degree of the numerator is less than n -1. Just as in [8] it follows that R[C(z)/Q(z)] è0 for R(z) ^0, and hence that there is a partial fraction expansion of the form
where the x p are real and distinct, and the L p >0. Then
where the a p are real and positive and the b v are pure imaginary or zero. On replacing z by iz and dividing both members by -i t we get
C(z) a\ a*t #n-i Q(Z) Z + h + Z + h + • • • + 2 + K
On substituting this expression into (3.3), we obtain (3.1), and the proof of the theorem is complete. 4 If we put From the formulas (2.5) and (2.10), we may formulate the condition for the zeros of P(z) to lie in the half-plane R(z) <0 by means of certain determinants analogous to the Hurwitz determinants [4] . In fact, we conclude at once that the numbers c p of (1. If the q P are zero, this reduces to the theorem of Hurwitz [4] . 4 . Determination of the number of zeros of P{z) in each of the half-planes R{z) <0, R(z) >0. We suppose that P{z) is a polynomial with complex coefficients of the form (1.2). We assume that (1.4) exists and that the c p ?*0. We then have the following theorem. 
§3) Q(ir) = [P(ir)±?(-ir)]/2 *= [P(ir)±?(ff)]/2=0, which is impossible since Q(z)/P(z) is irreducible. Thus the zeros of P(z) have their real parts different from zero, so that, for i?(s)«0, we can write P(z)~re
ir$ , where r>0. If we consider P(z) as the product of the vectors from its zeros to the point z, then we see at once that, as z ranges along the axis of imaginaries from i • 00 to -i-00, then 0 decreases by the integral amount A = 2V-P, where N and P are the numbers of zeros of P(z) with negative and positive real parts, respectively. The same evidently holds if, instead of P(s)» we consider i n P( -iz)-re iv9 $ and let z range along the real axis from -00 to + 00. Now i n P(~ iz) = (z n -qiz»- which is real when z is real. This may be seen as follows:
The pth denominator of (1.4) can be written in the form From this point on, the proof runs almost exactly the same as in [8] . The number A is the net decrease in
as z increases through real values from -00 to + <». Using (4.2), we form the sequence/o^l, jfi~c n z+ik ni •••,ƒ,», defined by the recurrence formula f P +i~ (cn-pZ+ikn-pïfp-fp-u P~l,2, • • • , # -1. These form a Sturm's sequence, and we find that A = w -2fe, where k is the number of negative terms in the sequence ci, £2, • • • 1 c n . Therefore, N~P=*n -2k, N+P**n, so that P = fe, N-n -k, as was to be proved.
By means of formulas (2.S) and (3.6), Theorem 4.1 can be formulated in terms of the numbers a pp in the first column of table (2.4), or in terms of the determinants A^ of (3.6). In this way the methods of Routh and Hurwitz, respectively, are extended tô polynomials with complex coefficients.
The method of Theorem 4.1 applies, save in the exceptional case where some determinant A P vanishes and the expansion (1.4) fails to exist. In the next section, we give simple methods for taking care of this exceptional case.
5.
The case where some A p = 0. We assume Q{z)/P{z) is irreducible. This is no restriction since the common factor can be removed by the euclidean algorithm. We shall show that the method of §4 may be extended to find the number of roots in each half-plane even if some A p = 0. These determinants are always positive, for they are the determinants (3.6) formed for the polynomial (2 + l) n = s tt +nCi2 n "~1+nC , 2 z n "~2+ • • * +nC ny which has its only zero in the half-plane R(z) <0. Then the A p for (5.1) are polynomials in rj which are not identically zero. Hence there must exist a constant ô>0 such that, for -S<77<0, none of the A p can vanish, and thus the Cp^O since they are quotients of the A p .
Example. We shall apply this theorem to find the number of zeros in each half-plane for the polynomial P(z) = z z + (2+i)z 2 + ( -3/2+i)z + ( -5/2 -Si/2). Here A 2 = 0 so that the expansion (1.4) cannot be formed. However, if we expand Q(z+rj)/P(z+r}) into a /-fraction and retain at each step only the powers of r} which dominate as rj approaches zero, we find that, when rj is near zero, d, c 2 , and Cz are positive, negative, and positive, respectively. Therefore, P(z+rj) has two zeros with negative real parts and one zero with positive real part for all \r)\ sufficiently small. Hence P(z) must also have two zeros with negative real parts and one zero with positive real part. Here the zeros are actually (-1 ±(ll) 1/2 )/2, -l-i. We now describe two methods for finding the number of roots in each half-plane, which are based on the fact that we may alter the coefficients of P(z) by a very small amount without displacing the zeros of P(z) more than a very small amount. Therefore, since we have assumed that P(z) has no zeros on the imaginary axis, the altered polynomial P'(z) will have the same number of zeros on each side of the imaginary axis as the original polynomial P(z).
In the first method, we actually increase one or more of the coefficients by a small positive amount €, and obtain the J-fraction expansion (1.4) for the altered polynomial. We then count the signs of the c p as before. The following example illustrates the method.
Example. Let P(3)=3 5 -3s 4 -2Os 8 +6Os 2 -0-~78. We find that the expansion (1.4) does not exist for Q(z)/P(z). We therefore form P'(z) Still another method, which, however, may not always be successful, is to replace z by X/z and consider the polynomial z n P(\/z).
Bounds for the moduli of the zeros of P(z).
We extend the method in [8] 
